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To assess the impact of random alloying on the optical properties of the InGaN alloy, high-quality

InxGa1�xN (0< x< 0.18) epilayers grown on c-plane free-standing GaN substrates are character-

ized both structurally and optically. The thickness (25–100 nm) was adjusted to keep these layers

pseudomorphically strained over the whole range of explored indium content as checked by x-ray

diffraction measurements. The evolution of the low temperature optical absorption (OA) edge line-

width as a function of absorption energy, and hence the indium content, is analyzed in the frame-

work of the random alloy model. The latter shows that the OA edge linewidth should not markedly

increase above an indium content of 4%, varying from 17 meV to 30 meV for 20% indium. The

experimental data initially follow the same trend with, however, a deviation from this model for

indium contents exceeding only �2%. Complementary room temperature near-field photolumines-

cence measurements carried out using a scanning near-field optical microscope combined with

simultaneous surface morphology mappings reveal spatial disorder due to growth meandering. We

conclude that for thick high-quality pseudomorphic InGaN layers, a deviation from pure random

alloying occurs due to the interplay between indium incorporation and longer range fluctuations

induced by the InGaN step-meandering growth mode. VC 2018 Author(s). All article content, except
where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5010879

Since the first report of high-brightness blue light-

emitting diodes (LEDs),1 III-nitride based light emitters have

impacted many aspects of our life. This is illustrated through

the revolution of solid-state lighting by high luminous efficacy

white LEDs2 and high-density data storage relying on blue-

violet laser diodes (LDs).3 In addition to efficient p-type dop-

ing, the key-enabling feature behind those technologies is the

use of an InGaN-based active region characterized by a

remarkable insensitivity against dislocations.4 Early explana-

tions relied on composition fluctuations originating from ther-

modynamic instability,5 leading to indium-rich clusters

preventing carriers from diffusing into non-radiative recombi-

nation centers.6,7 Later, structural investigations using trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) revealed that those

clusters were induced by a long exposure to electron beam

irradiation and hence are not genuinely present in the pristine

InGaN alloy.8 The most favored current explanation allowing

us to account for the unusual emission properties of this alloy

invokes the presence of In-N-In-N-In-zigzag chains.9–11

Recently, a series of theoretical works focusing on disorder in

semiconductors based on a so-called localization landscape
picture provided new insights into the optical features of opto-

electronic devices relying on an InGaN/GaN quantum well

(QW) medium.12–14 Nonetheless, because many of the previ-

ous optical studies were performed on QWs grown along the

polar c-axis, the subsequent analyses of this ternary alloy were

plagued by the complexity of such systems. Indeed, the under-

standing of their optical properties is made more intricate

compared to bulk layers due to additional difficulties in dis-

ambiguating the exact contribution due to QW thickness fluc-

tuations from compositional fluctuations in emission and/or

absorption features. Furthermore, c-plane QW transition ener-

gies are known to be affected in an opposite manner by carrier

confinement and the built-in electric field.15 Even for nonpolar

InGaN/GaN QW heterostructures where the critical role

played by carrier localization in the Auger recombination pro-

cess has been unambiguously evidenced,16 the microscopic

picture of such a ternary alloy remains an intricate one.

Therefore, studies carried out on thick InGaN epilayers are

especially relevant as they allow minimizing the number of

degrees of freedom.17–24 However, the vast majority of the

previous investigations was performed on InGaN epilayers

grown on sapphire for which the threading dislocation density

remains significant (>108 cm�2). The latter can induce local

strain field variations and spiral growth that may locally

change the incorporation of indium atoms. In this respect,

investigating the optical properties of high-quality InGaN epi-

layers grown on c-plane free-standing (FS) GaN substrates

should prove complementary to recent structural information,

namely, compositional mapping, obtained on InGaN QWs

using TEM.25,26 One important aspect deals with the further

elucidation of the driving mechanisms behind alloy disorder,

whose weight as a function of indium content can be probed

via the combination of optical absorption (OA) and near-field
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optical measurements. In particular, one interesting outcome

would consist in establishing a more comprehensive connec-

tion between the optical properties of those layers and the sur-

face morphology induced by InGaN growth conditions,

namely, step-meandering.27

In this work, we investigate the structural and optical

properties of InxGa1�xN (x< 0.18) epilayers grown on c-

plane FS GaN substrate by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy

(MOVPE). Their thickness (25–100 nm) was chosen in order

to prevent the occurrence of any unwanted compositional

inhomogeneities driven by plastic relaxation. The evolution

of the OA edge linewidth as a function of absorption energy

and hence indium content is analyzed in the framework of

the conventional random alloy model.28 We found that the

OA edge linewidth primarily originates from pure random

atomic disorder until meandering growth induces large scale

indium composition fluctuations.

InGaN epilayers were grown in an MOVPE reactor on

low dislocation density (�1� 106 cm�2) c-plane FS GaN

substrates with a surface misorientation in the range of 0.3�

to 0.5�. They were deposited at temperatures between �700

and 850 �C using N2 as carrier gas. These growth conditions

are those used for the realization of LDs.29 An overview of

the characterization techniques can be found in Sec. A of the

supplementary material. The indium content, which should

nominally cover the �0.4 to 18% range, was determined by

high-resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) measurements.

A relative uncertainty better than 67% deduced from sym-

metric x � 2h x-ray diffraction (XRD) scans is achieved,

which corresponds to an absolute uncertainty less than 1%

for a targeted indium content of 10%. Those measurements

were complemented by two-dimensional (2D) reciprocal

space mappings (RSMs) to verify the strain state of the

layers. RSM of the h10�15i asymmetric reflections of the

GaN and InGaN layers is shown for a medium indium con-

tent layer (8.6 6 0.2%) in Fig. 1. It is clearly observed that

this sample is pseudomorphic to GaN as the InGaN peak is

symmetric and centered at the reciprocal lattice coordinates

of the FS GaN substrate. In fact, we can rule out any plastic

relaxation for our 100-nm-thick InGaN epilayers up to an

indium composition of 8.6%, a result which is overall consis-

tent with the expected critical thickness values.30 Note that

for the latter sample, the width of the 2h reflection peak is

larger than that of its lower indium-content counterparts,

which could originate from more pronounced long-range In

fluctuations. Fits to the corresponding x � 2h XRD scan are

compatible with an indium content ranging from 8.4 to

8.8%. In order to avoid issues related to the above-

mentioned relaxation (see Table I), the thickness of InGaN

epilayers with a targeted indium content larger than 9% was

voluntarily limited to 25 nm. Such an approach allowed us to

deal with pseudomorphic InGaN epilayers along the growth

direction up to a value of �18%. The reason behind the

delayed plastic relaxation in the investigated InGaN epi-

layers, which is otherwise known to favor the incorporation

of indium since it is driven by strain,31 is twofold. Indeed, in

contrast to previous reports in which InGaN epilayers were

grown on c-plane sapphire substrates, the use of low disloca-

tion density FS GaN substrates allows for an increase in the

critical thickness before the onset of plastic relaxation as

recently shown for GaN epilayers grown on AlN single crys-

tals.32 This effect is amplified by the need to decrease the

growth temperature when targeting higher indium contents.

The evolution of the OA edge spectra extracted from

low temperature (LT) (T¼ 10 K) micro-transmission meas-

urements as a function of indium content is shown in Fig. 2.

In addition to the expected energy redshift of the OA edge, a

clear broadening of the excitonic features can be monitored

with first a merger of the XA and XB transitions followed by

their progressive disappearance in the band-to-band (BB)

continuum due to the concomitant increase in the OA line-

width. Each OA spectrum is complemented by its corre-

sponding LT photoluminescence (PL) spectrum measured at

the same location on the sample. It is clearly seen that the

LT PL linewidth and the related Stokes shift do not exhibit a

monotonic increase with increasing indium content. This

behavior illustrates the misleading information that can be

inferred from these two quantities as PL does not probe the

entire density of states, especially at LT. Instead, we will first

focus on the OA measurements in order to provide more

decisive information about the intrinsic or the extrinsic

nature of the OA broadening in thick InGaN epilayers.

In Fig. 3(a), we show the evolution of the LT (T¼ 10 K)

OA edge linewidth (C, filled green dots) as a function of the

OA excitonic energy of several InGaN epilayers. C values

FIG. 1. XRD RSM of the h10�15i asymmetric reflections of a 100-nm-thick

InGaN epilayer with an indium content of 8.6%, which is pseudomorphic to

GaN.

TABLE I. Relaxation degree (R) of 100-nm-thick InGaN epilayers as a

function of indium content (x) deduced from XRD 2D-RSMs. For layers

with an indium content in the 13%–15% range, the error bars on the relaxa-

tion degree (DRþ and DR–, above and below the quoted R value, respec-

tively) clearly illustrate the onset of plastic relaxation with a transition from

InGaN epilayers being pseudomorphic to GaN to epilayers that are partially

relaxed. The relaxation state of the listed InGaN epilayers is indicated in the

last column.

x R DRþ DR� Relaxation state

0.026 0 0.04 0 Pseudomorphic

0.065 0 0.04 0 Pseudomorphic

0.070 0 0.04 0 Pseudomorphic

0.082 0 0.04 0 Pseudomorphic

0.086 0 0.04 0 Pseudomorphic

0.130 0 0.3 0 Onset of relaxation

0.146 0.15 0.05 0.14 Partially relaxed

0.175 0.06 0.06 0.04 Partially relaxed

0.185 0.08 0.06 0.04 Partially relaxed
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were derived from a deconvolution of micro-transmission

spectra considering the combination of two Gaussian exci-

tonic lines and a sigmoid function of the same broadening,

which is shifted to higher energies by the exciton binding

energy for the BB continuum. The calculated dependence of

the expected linewidth for a random alloy28 is also reported

for the fully strained case (orange line, see supplementary

material, Secs. C and D for details). For an indium content

lower than �2%, the measured OA edge linewidth of InGaN

epilayers matches that predicted by the random alloy model.

A progressive deviation of the linewidth values expected

from random alloying is then observed for InGaN epilayers

with the increasing indium content for the remaining range

spanning from �3 to nearly 18% of indium.

In order to gain additional insights into this deviation

from the random alloy model, room temperature (RT) scan-

ning near-field optical microscope (SNOM) mappings were

carried out. These measurements offer a spatial resolution

(�100 nm) about one order of magnitude better than that

accessible through OA measurements (spot size of �2 lm)

while giving simultaneous access to the surface morphology

through the feedback signal of the SNOM tuning fork. In

Fig. 3(b), the RT near-field lowest emission linewidth (filled

red dots) deduced from SNOM mappings is reported as a

function of OA excitonic energy. In addition, the value of

the inhomogeneous linewidth (filled violet dots) was extrap-

olated by making use of the relationship linking the total

linewidth C to the homogeneous (Ch) and the inhomoge-

neous (Cinh) linewidths given by C ¼ Ch þ Cinh,33 assuming

as a first approximation no energy blueshift with decreasing

temperature of the optical transition. A reasonable RT homo-

geneous broadening value of 30 meV was considered for

illustration purposes,34 which leads to a good agreement

between the modeled LT OA linewidth (orange line) and

SNOM data. Therefore, it shows that for some specific loca-

tions, the high spatial resolution offered by SNOM

(�100 nm) allows probing regions where the alloy broaden-

ing is governed by random atomic disorder even for the larg-

est indium contents investigated in this work (�18%).

Through the comparison of these values with the measured

OA linewidths, one can infer that the meandering length

scale is larger than the spatial resolution offered by SNOM

imaging.

To be more quantitative in our analysis, the RT near-

field mapping of the PL peak energy and that of the emission

linewidth of an InGaN epilayer with an indium content of

2.6 6 0.1% are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively.

The corresponding 10� 10 lm2 surface morphology map is

displayed in Fig. 4(c). Beyond the small standard deviation

(� 1 meV) of both the average peak energy and the average

linewidth whose value is centered at �3.357 eV and

47.3 meV, respectively, we can notice the presence of elon-

gated areas characterized by a slightly larger value for both

quantities. Those areas appear to be closely linked to the sur-

face morphology revealed by SNOM topography. In order to

better illustrate this feature, similar maps are displayed in

Figs. 4(d)–4(f) for an InGaN epilayer with an indium content

of 11.8 6 0.9% (HRXRD value), leading to a RT average

peak energy of �2.960 eV and an average linewidth value of

60.5 meV. Note that the peak energy variation between

2.934 and 2.982 eV [Fig. 4(d)] corresponds to an indium con-

tent ranging between 12.2 and 13.6% based on Eq. (S3) of

the supplementary material, assuming a 70 meV blueshift

between RT and low temperature, with a mean of 12.9%,

which is in good agreement with HRXRD data. As for the

low indium content InGaN epilayer, we can notice regions

that exhibit a larger linewidth than the average one by

�4 meV with an excess reaching up to 10 meV. This aniso-

tropic long-range disorder, extending over several microns,

is ascribed to the underlying GaN template surface morphol-

ogy. This picture is well supported by SNOM surface mor-

phology maps recorded simultaneously to near-field PL ones

that show long-range step-meandering features, whose signa-

ture becomes more apparent with increasing indium content

[cf. Figs. 4(c) and 4(f)]. In fact, this morphology stems from

the deposition of a few tens of nanometers of GaN at LT

before the deposition of InGaN epilayers, which leads to sur-

face roughening induced by the presence of an Ehrlich-

Schw€obel barrier (ESB).35 In addition, surface morphology

images also reveal a much shorter range disorder inherent to

the InGaN epilayers, which manifests itself by a spectral

broadening in the SNOM spectra above the random alloy

limit and is reminiscent of an ESB-induced surface roughen-

ing of the InGaN layer itself. Here, the related variations in

the local step-edge density should likely affect the

FIG. 2. OA edge spectra (black line) derived from LT micro-transmission

measurements as a function of increasing indium content in pseudomorphic

InGaN epilayers together with their corresponding PL spectrum. Each pair

of spectra is vertically shifted for clarity.

FIG. 3. (a) LT (T¼ 10 K) OA edge linewidth (filled green dots) as a function

of OA excitonic energy of several InxGa1�xN epilayers pseudomorphic to

GaN whose indium content has been deduced from HRXRD measurements.

The blue line is a guide to the eye for the evolution of the LT OA edge line-

width. (b) Lowest emission linewidth (filled red dots) as a function of OA

excitonic energy deduced from RT SNOM mappings. The filled violet dots

correspond to the extrapolated inhomogeneous linewidth. The calculated

dependence of the linewidth for a random alloy is reported for the fully

strained case (orange line) in the two subfigures.
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incorporation of indium on a much shorter scale.36 This pic-

ture is further supported by high-resolution atomic force

microscopy (AFM) images and near-field PL mappings

recorded on a 100-nm-thick InGaN epilayer with an indium

content of 8.6 6 0.2% [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)]. Long-range step-

meandering features are accompanied by a much shorter

range disorder corresponding to meandering features related

to the InGaN epilayer itself that is interspaced by a distance

of �500 nm ([cf. set of parallel dashed lines serving as

guides to the eye in Fig. 5(b)].

To go one step further in our assessment of the optical

properties of InGaN epilayers, it is tempting to draw a com-

parison between SNOM/AFM observations and the results

reported in Fig. 3(a). The measured LT OA linewidth is

shown to progressively deviate from the value expected for a

random alloy. Such a feature can be ascribed to variations in

the compositional disorder obviously occurring at a scale

exceeding that probed by excitons, leading to a progressive

breakdown of the pure random alloy picture. This heteroge-

neity stems from different local misorientations, and hence a

position-dependent step-edge density, and the above-

mentioned ESB that would be responsible for a change in the

mean incorporation of indium atoms.36 This twofold combi-

nation seems to be the main contribution to the inhomoge-

neous broadening of the OA edge for high indium contents.

For instance, the random alloy model predicts an OA line-

width of 30 meV around 18% of indium, whereas we mea-

sured a value of 85 meV for our pseudomorphic InGaN

epilayer. The remarkable point is that the InGaN alloy is cer-

tainly more sensitive to surface morphology than most of the

usual ternary semiconducting alloys due to the very different

growth conditions of III-nitride binaries37 and the conse-

quent need to reduce the growth temperature to allow for

indium incorporation. Note that the latter aspect has also

been shown to be especially dramatic in the case of the

InAlN alloy.38 Furthermore, strain fluctuations due to the

large lattice-mismatch between InN and GaN will most

likely affect more deeply the local indium incorporation with

the increasing targeted indium content, hence further enhanc-

ing alloy disorder.

The present study shows that random alloy disorder is

the main source of OA edge broadening in these pseudomor-

phic InGaN epilayers only for very low indium contents

(x< 2%). An increase in the OA edge linewidth is observed

with increasing indium content that is due to preexisting sur-

face roughness and growth front roughening originating

from ESB phenomena. This ESB-induced surface morphol-

ogy roughening is likely less prominent, or even absent, in

thin InGaN layers such as QWs. Therefore, for well-

controlled QW thicknesses, inhomogeneous broadening

purely due to random alloy disorder can be achieved in

InGaN/GaN QWs even for high indium contents.39 Note in

this respect that the reported inhomogeneous linewidth

broadening values of InGaN QWs extracted from gain spec-

tra in state of the art cyan-green wavelength III-nitride LDs

indeed exhibit a moderate increase over this wavelength

range.40,41 Finally, let us emphasize that the ability to control

the surface morphology and hence the homogeneity of thick

InGaN epilayers is extremely relevant in the framework of

applications where the minimization of unwanted disorder is

critical. This is especially the case when attempts are made

to realize laser waveguides,42 metamorphic layers,43 or solar

cells.44,45

To conclude, the structural and optical properties of

pseudomorphic InxGa1�xN (0< x< 0.18) epilayers grown on

low dislocation density c-plane FS GaN substrates have been

characterized. Optical measurements giving access to the

evolution of the LT OA edge linewidth clearly indicate that

low indium content layers (x< 2%) exhibit features that are

accounted for by the random alloy model. However, for

higher indium contents, the LT OA edge linewidth increases

significantly. Complementary RT SNOM data providing

simultaneous access to near-field PL and surface morphology

clearly show a spatial correlation between step-meandering

features and fluctuations observed in the emission properties

of those epilayers. Interestingly, thanks to the high spatial

FIG. 4. (a) RT near-field mapping of the PL peak energy taken on a 100-nm-thick InGaN epilayer pseudomorphic to GaN with an indium content of 2.6% and

(b) corresponding mapping of the RT PL emission linewidth. (c) 10� 10 lm2 surface morphology map acquired simultaneously to the near-field PL mapping.

(d) RT near-field mapping of the PL peak energy taken on a 25-nm-thick InGaN epilayer pseudomorphic to GaN with an indium content of 11.8% and (e) cor-

responding mapping of the RT PL emission linewidth. (f) 10� 10 lm2 surface morphology map acquired simultaneously to the near-field PL mapping. The

root mean square surface roughness values for the surface morphology maps (c) and (f) are equal to 0.35 and 0.48 nm, respectively.

032106-4 Butt�e et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 112, 032106 (2018)



resolution offered by SNOM, the alloy broadening governed

by random alloy atomic disorder could be probed at some

specific locations even for the largest indium contents inves-

tigated in this work (�18%). This study demonstrates that

long-range fluctuations due to the surface morphology are

the main source of OA edge broadening in thick InGaN

epilayers.

See supplementary material for a description of (A) the

experimental details, (B) the XRD RSM of a 100-nm-thick

InGaN epilayer showing a signature of plastic relaxation, and

the determination of (C) the absorption linewidth of a random

wurtzite-based ternary alloy and (D) that of the transition

energy of fully strained InGaN epilayers. Complementary

optical features of InGaN epilayers are given in Sec. (E).
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